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WE’RE THERE
FROM STAR T
TO FINISH

WHAT WE DO
Customer SOLUTIONS

WHO WE ARE?
We conﬁdently utilize our engineering and design
experience to develop new technology with our diverse
product background. With over 50 years of manufacturing experience, DEP thrives in our expertise in design,
metal to plastic conversion, assembly, kitting and
overmolding of electrical components.

PRODUCT Development
ASSEMBLY Strategy
World-class QUALITY

OUR CERTIFICATIONS
Packaging & DISTRIBUTION
PROGRAM Management
517.789.8118

1801 Wildwood Ave
Jackson, Michigan 49202

sales@deplastics.com

POWERTRAIN
CAPABILITIES
PATENTED VALVE
LIFTER GUIDE
DEP has been awarded
numerous
patents since the
1990’s

INTAKE SYSTEM
Tight tolerance over molding
assembly process with strict
surface finish requirements
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DEP has over 25 years
of patented success

DESIGN

We created a valve lifter guide
engineered for multiple platforms

WE CREATE SOLUTIONS
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SOLUTIONS - Our team innovates and
creates world-class solutions including
multiple patented products.
PROCEDURES - We are committed to

creating defect-free products, as well as
prompt on-time delivery.

SUPPORT - We are here to innovate and

support your product from start to finish.

517.789.8118

Class A surface plastic
designed to withstand the
rigorous internal engine
environment

PATENTED

CONCEPT

In the 1970's we had the vision to
convert metal to plastic
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TIMING CHAIN GUIDE

1801 Wildwood Ave
Jackson, Michigan 49202

PRODUCTION
We are proud to have an
93% customer overall rating

PATENTED SUCCESS
DEP received their first patent in 1991, and has
since engineered and produced several more.
With DEP’s advanced quality control process,
they have eliminated any potential claim for a
warranty patented product for the past 50 years.

AUTOMOTIVE EXPERTS
As a vertically integrated company, we offer
full-service automotive components and start to
finish solutions for our customers. We have the
capabilities to create unique products from prototypes to production. Our design and engineering
team collaborates with our clients to create
solutions .

sales@deplastics.com

